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There is no doubt that the Naqshbandiyya Kh¸lidiyya Sufi order played an important role in Daghestan during the jih¸d under the Three Im¸ms (1828-1859). As the anti-colonial struggle of the mountaineers against Russia and her Muslim allies became famous under the name of "Muridism", many Western, as well as Russian, historians believe that the Naqshbandiyya Kh¸lidiyya Sufi order provided the political and spiritual leadership to Sh¸mil's murºds, 2 and it is often claimed that the «arºqa lent the jih¸d its "ideology" as well as its social network.
3 Yet the positions and activities of Kh¸lidiyya shaykhs during the jih¸d are still far from being clear, and as Alexander Knysh recently stated, the issue of how the jih¸d was related to Sufism is still open to question. 4 In addition, the development of the «arºqa after the end of the jih¸d in 1859 has barely attracted the attention of scholars to date.
In this article, the author intends to study these questions on the basis of some Arabic biographical material from Daghestan which, for the most part, only became available recently. These texts reveal that there was no clear-cut position of the Kh¸lidiyya on the question of jih¸d even during the era of the Im¸ms. After 1859, two factions of the Kh¸lidiyya emerged in the North Cau- casus: one in Central Daghestan under Shaykh {Abd al-Ra¥m¸n alÕugh¢rº, who tried to continue the heritage of jih¸d, and a new branch coming from Shirwan to Daghestan which was outspokenly against jih¸d. In the frame of Sufi discourse between the two Kh¸lidiyya groups the question of jih¸d was linked to a controversy on dhikr practice. The rivalry between the two branches became most manifest during the jih¸ds of 1877 and 1919-21, and continued far into the Soviet era.
The Great Jih¸d, 1828-59
It is common knowledge that the Kh¸lidiyya first spread in Daghestan under the shaykhs Mu¥ammad al-Yar¸ghº (d. 1254/ 1838-39) and Jam¸l al-Dºn al-Gh¸zº-Ghum¢qº (d. 1866), and that two of the three subsequent Im¸ms of the jih¸d imamate, Gh¸zº-Mu¥ammad (1828 or 1829-32) and Sh¸mil (1834-59, d. 1871), were students of these shaykhs. 5 But did these Im¸ms act as shaykhs in their own right, as some historians suggest? 6 In fact we find Gh¸zº-Mu¥ammad and Sh¸mil gathering murºds and using them to win political and military power in the village communities of Daghestan. Yet this does not necessarily imply a murshidmurºd relationship in the Sufi sense, for in the era of the imamate, the term murºd was above all used to characterize anyone who "subjects himself to the sharº{a and obeys Islamic law". 7 Also it is
